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Introduction

Nearly 1.5 million youth are arrested each year. For each of those youth, records are created the moment the child comes into contact with the justice system. Many of these records are easily accessible to individuals both inside and outside the system. Records serve an important informational function to aid the court in disposition and case planning, but over time their utility diminishes. Children's juvenile court records tell the story of what they once did—not the story of who they are. These records interfere with children's opportunities to move ahead in life and demonstrate their ability to make better choices.

At its inception, the juvenile court sought to “spare juveniles from [the] harsh proceedings of adult court” and “the stigma of being branded ‘criminal.’” The court embraced a less punitive and more therapeutic approach: keeping confidential the records of a less-than-culpable child was essential to a regime of rehabilitation. This meant that juvenile proceedings generally were closed to the public, disclosure or dissemination of records was limited to instances where it was necessary to provide supervision and rehabilitation to the child, and the child could be released from court without the stigma of criminality. Even when it was not central to the purpose of the juvenile court system, courts practiced confidentiality because stigmatizing the child could hinder his or her reintegration into society. Without confidentiality, the public might brand delinquent children as criminals and stymie their readjustment in the community.

Today, records are increasingly used as an excuse to deny opportunities, and to protect employers and landlords from liability. Research confirms—and the law recognizes—that youth have the capacity for change and rehabilitation, and yet records continue to erect barriers to youths' success as they grow into adulthood. Modern technology exacerbates the problem as it facilitates access: information that previously required a physical search through boxes and file drawers at the courthouse now requires a simple tap on a keyboard.

This policy paper urges that we allow children to grow up unfettered by their childhood mistakes—to have their court involvement remain in the past so they can move forward with their lives. We provide an overview of how records are shared publicly and how background checks can disclose inaccurate or confidential information. We also demonstrate, through youths' own stories, how records carry numerous collateral consequences when we fail to protect confidentiality. We also make recommendations for legislative solutions to increase juvenile record confidentiality and opportunities for expungement, in an effort to shift how juvenile records are viewed by employers, educational institutions and housing authorities to minimize harm from disclosure.

Recent efforts in both the public and private sectors such as Fair-Chance Hiring and Ban-the-Box policies are important steps toward increasing opportunities for adults with a criminal background. However, for youth the stakes are even higher. They have yet to build their skills and resumes to demonstrate their qualifications for employment. Their records have the potential to disqualify them from opportunities before they have even crossed the starting line.
The Case for Juvenile Record Protection

Children are different from adults. This commonsense view has been confirmed by scientific research and used to calibrate how the law affects youth in a variety of contexts. Social science research demonstrates that children have “greater prospects for reform” than adults. However, even though adolescents are generally less culpable and more capable of change than adults, their records have become barely less stigmatizing than adult criminal records. A finding of delinquency today differs little from a conviction of guilt, considering the barriers it erects.

Today’s easy access to juvenile records is contrary to the confidential underpinnings of the juvenile court’s history. In 1967, the U.S. Supreme Court understood that “the policy of the juvenile law is to hide youthful errors from the full gaze of the public and bury them in the graveyard of the forgotten past,” but this claim was illusory:

This claim of secrecy, however, is more rhetoric than reality. Disclosure of court records is discretionary with the judge in most jurisdictions. Statutory restrictions almost invariably apply only to the court records, and even as to those the evidence is that many courts routinely furnish information to the FBI and the military, and on request to government agencies and even to private employers. Of more importance are police records. In most States the police keep a complete file of juvenile ‘police contacts’ and have complete discretion as to disclosure of juvenile records. Police departments receive requests for information from the FBI and other law-enforcement agencies, the Armed Forces, and social service agencies, and most of them generally comply. Private employers word their application forms to produce information concerning juvenile arrests and court proceedings, and in some jurisdictions information concerning juvenile police contacts is furnished private employers as well as government agencies.

The Court revisited the issue of confidentiality the following decade, characterizing it as a state “policy interest,” and not a constitutional right. “By drawing attention to the fact that a juvenile’s right to confidentiality springs from state law rather than the Constitution, the Supreme Court paved the way for states to rescind their earlier promises to protect juveniles from social stigmas.” In the 1980s and 1990s, as juvenile crime increased, “[s]upport for forgiving and forgetting juvenile misconduct had significantly diminished, while support for governmental and judicial transparency had significantly increased.” As public safety began to overshadow rehabilitation as the guiding principle of juvenile court, the commitment to confidentiality eroded. States opened many juvenile proceedings to the public, fraying the confidentiality protections once afforded youth in juvenile court.

Terrorism as well has struck at confidentiality as state legislatures nationwide have enacted provisions to create transparency, open records, and share information more broadly. The juvenile justice system has not been immune to these concerns; many states have lessened protections afforded to youth who commit crimes. Not surprisingly, the number of FBI background checks has increased significantly. Law enforcement has been collecting and disseminating more information under this theory of “right to know.” Twenty-first century technology abets this. “The information technology revolution makes possible the collection, classification and retrieval of vastly more information than the juvenile court founders could have imagined.”

While States are now beginning to roll back some policies in favor of a more nuanced approach to juvenile records, public accessibility remains widespread, with access typically turning on the age of the juvenile, the nature of the offense, or the number of

Information that previously required a physical search through boxes and file drawers at the courthouse now requires a simple tap on a keyboard.
Research shows that making juvenile records available to the public does not make communities safer. Offenses. Thirty-three states and the District of Columbia make certain types of juvenile record information publicly available. Seven states categorically make all juvenile records public, though there are some exceptions in each state. All states allow juvenile record information to be shared and exchanged between certain authorized individuals and agencies, such as law enforcement and court personnel, although the most protective states do not extend availability beyond this group. In ten states, record information is kept confidential—i.e., there is no public access to juvenile records, regardless of the seriousness of the offense, the number of offenses, or the age of the child.

Debunking the Myth About Reoffending

The most common rationale for retention of records is the protection of public safety. The general view is that youth who break the law will commit other crimes in the future, even if they have no history of reoffending. Almost 20% believe a youth is “almost certain” to reoffend; another 50% believe a youth will “probably” reoffend. However, research shows that making juvenile records available to the public does not make communities safer. Furthermore, despite the prevalence of criminal background investigations in institutions of higher education, research shows no link between having a criminal record and posing a risk to campus safety. A recent survey found that crimes committed on campuses are more likely to involve students who do not have records than those who do.

However, school attendance can influence delinquency. In both the short- and long-term, youth who attend school are less likely to commit crime. But court involvement has the effect of pushing children out of schools. In 1994, when the Gun Free School Zone Act was passed by Congress, schools across the country instituted zero-tolerance policies to ensure school safety. Behavior that ordinarily would have been dealt with through school-based discipline was now referred to law enforcement. The rates of suspensions and expulsions dramatically increased. Students’ alleged offenses outside of the school and in the community could also affect school enrollment.

Another typical argument for retention and public availability of record information is to reduce employer liability. Under the negligent hiring doctrine, an employer may be liable if their employees offend in the workplace; records therefore become determinative of trustworthiness. A recent report noted that “[c]ompanies seeking new employees are forced to navigate a patchwork of state and federal laws that either encourage or deter hiring people with criminal pasts and doing the checks that reveal them. Employers are having to make judgments about who is rehabilitated and who isn’t. And whichever decision they make, they face increasing possibilities for ending up in court.”
But records have a greater likelihood of decreasing public safety when they incorrectly or unnecessarily disqualify individuals from employment. Longitudinal survey data has revealed a strong and consistent negative effect of incarceration on the employment probabilities and income of individuals with criminal records. One scholar noted the "perfect storm" of collateral consequences negatively affecting the economy and public safety; it includes record numbers of former prisoners reentering society, more personal information inexpensively and readily available on-line, and an upsurge in employers and landlords conducting background checks on applicants. Among adult offenders, a lack of employment is the single greatest predictor of recidivism. Over half of individuals between the ages of 18-25 with former juvenile justice system involvement who were unemployed reported at least one new conviction in the adult system, compared to roughly 28% of individuals in that age bracket with part- or full-time employment.

The National Employment Law Project has written that "[t]he irony is that employers’ attempts to safeguard the workplace are not only barring many people who pose little to no risk, but they also are compromising public safety. As studies have shown, providing individuals the opportunity for stable employment actually lowers crime recidivism rates and thus increases public safety." A healthy economy requires a large pool of employable workers. This is recognized across the political spectrum. The conservative think tank Right on Crime recommends that states should "[c]reate policies so that youths are more likely to find employment as adults, reducing the likelihood of recidivating. This may entail, among others, providing additional opportunities for non-violent youth offenders to expunge or decline to disclose records, removing barriers for otherwise qualified applicants with a juvenile record from obtaining occupational licenses, and emphasizing vocational training opportunities for youth offenders."

The Economic Argument

When records impede an individual’s employability, the impact on the economy is staggering. The reduced output of goods and services of people with records results in losses in the range of billions of dollars as compared to the cost of corrections.

Youth employment is already at an all-time low. In April 2013, the unemployment rate for those between the ages of 16 and 24 was 16.1%, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Only one in four teens was employed in 2011, compared to 46 percent in 2000. Overall, 6.5 million people ages 16 to 24 are both out of school and out of work. These “disconnected youth” already face barriers to their financial stability and employment prospects. Juvenile records are additional barriers that can disqualify youth from employment. "Studies show that youth who miss out on an early work experience are more likely to endure later unemployment and less likely to achieve higher levels of career attainment."
A recent report on the cost of youth incarceration estimated that the range of lost earnings for confined youth is between 4 and 7.6 billion dollars. This number is unlikely to decrease when youth who are no longer incarcerated exit the system and encounter barriers to obtaining employment. Even when youth are able to overcome initial barriers to obtaining employment, they are more likely to have inconsistent employment and negative outcomes. A study by the National Bureau of Economic Research found that confining youth between the ages of 16-25 reduced work time over the next decade by 25-30 percent. Another study examining youth ages 14 to 24 found that youth who spent some time incarcerated in a youth facility experienced three weeks less work a year as compared to youth who had no history of incarceration. For African American youth, this number increased to five weeks less work a year compared to youth with no history of incarceration.

A recent study by the W. Haywood Burns Institute found that in 2013, youth of color were 4.6 times more likely to be incarcerated for non-violent offenses than white youth. As greater numbers of youth of color are pushed into the juvenile justice system, their records are more disabling than those of their white peers. A 2003 study found that for people with records, the likelihood of a callback interview is reduced by 50% for white applicants and 65% for black applicants. This study found that the effect of a criminal record is 40% larger for black Americans than white Americans. The researcher noted, “[d]espite the fact that these testers were bright articulate college students with effective styles of self-presentation, the cursory review of entry-level applicants leaves little room for these qualities to be noticed. Instead, the employment barriers of minority status and criminal record are compounded, intensifying the stigma toward this group.”

Because using criminal records to screen candidates for employment has a disproportionate impact on people of color, the National Employment Law Project advises that a refusal to hire based on a past conviction is legal only where the conviction is job-related and the refusal to hire is by business necessity.

**Proliferation of Records**

As soon as a child is arrested, paper or electronic records are created. These can include police reports, arrest, detention and charging documents, witness and victim statements, court-ordered evaluations, fingerprints, and sometimes even DNA samples. All of these records will be entered into and maintained in the law enforcement agency’s records system. Because almost all states permit law enforcement officers to have access to juvenile court records, information from courts may also be obtained by law enforcement...
officers and stored in a law enforcement database. Court records include all documents or notations created by or stored by the juvenile court or the juvenile probation office. These may contain documents or information about a child’s family, his social history, behavioral health history, education, and prior involvement with the law, as well as the evidence presented and the disposition of the juvenile case.\textsuperscript{60}

While many state laws require that juvenile records are kept confidential, these laws also have many exceptions, limiting confidentiality based on the nature of the offense, the number of offenses for which the youth has been adjudicated, or the youth’s age when the offense was committed. Depending on state law, “confidential” records can also be shared with employers, schools, government agencies, victims, the media, and others. Almost all states permit law enforcement officers to have access to juvenile records—even records that were not created by law enforcement.\textsuperscript{61} Each time a juvenile record is accessed by a new source or placed in an online database, the risk of the youth’s exposure to collateral consequences increases.

Juvenile records are maintained by various government entities, both in hard copy and online, with varying levels of security. Sometimes these online records are shared with the public, victims of the crime, or with private companies that make a profit by selling these records to individuals and companies seeking background information. Too often, the records in both government and private databases contain inaccuracies, are out of date, or do not reflect sealing or expungement.

When records are publicly available, information may be disseminated or shared beyond its intended distribution. State agencies and court systems enter into information-sharing agreements and provide juvenile records to private companies, researchers, and others. There are also an increasing number of companies that profit from providing access to delinquency and criminal records in exchange for a fee. Some of these companies actually contract with the state or local governments to directly purchase records. Other companies mine records that the states make public and collect them in one location. These companies are popular because they offer search mechanisms so that records from multiple jurisdictions can be searched all at once. However, there are serious concerns with their accuracy. The records may contain incorrect information, may be out of date, or may not reflect the sealing or expungement of a record. As a result, juvenile records can continue to appear on the internet well after the physical copies kept by the government have been destroyed. Private companies that maintain online databases for employer background checks can cause particularly severe consequences for individuals with records.
In extreme examples, some states sell juvenile record information to private companies. Until prohibited by the legislature, the state of Washington entered into a contractual agreement with companies to provide felony records in a mass download. The records then populated background check databases accessible by landlords, employers, and educational institutions. For every youth’s record, the state made 69 cents. Although selling juvenile records to private companies for a profit is a rarity, the majority of states make juvenile record information available in some way to individuals outside the courtroom. Once available, it is nearly impossible to safeguard record information from further disclosure.

Overwhelmingly, states do not keep track of how or when juvenile records are accessed. Similarly, when states make records available online or to the public, they also do not keep track of who gains access to juvenile record information. Idaho, as an example, has virtually no protection of juvenile records. These records, including the child’s name, offense and disposition, are available to the public in an online database. In extraordinary circumstances, a court may order the records closed, but that is a rarity. The Idaho Administrative Office does not maintain records of who has asked to inspect or keep copies of records because these requests “are made orally and there may be no record made of such requests.” Given the public nature of juvenile records in Idaho, monitoring requests for records is unnecessary. If a private researcher or background check company sought to obtain juvenile records, they would be readily available on the Idaho Supreme Court Data Repository.

In Pennsylvania, the public may access juvenile records for youth 14 and older charged with felonies. Non-confidential juvenile record information can be accessed for $8 through the Pennsylvania State Police online portal. But the State Police does not keep track of who obtains records through this portal or who makes requests through the administrative office of courts. In contrast, although North Dakota juvenile records are not available to the public, they can be accessed for “scholarly, journalistic, political, governmental, research, evaluation, or statistical purposes.” As such, the Court Administrator releases record information for these purposes only with a non-disclosure agreement. However, any verbal requests to view a juvenile record made to a local clerk are not tracked.

Even when state laws protect the confidentiality of juvenile records, they often do not track the limited exceptions to confidentiality that permit individuals to access records. In Rhode Island, all juvenile records are kept confidential and are never made available to the public. Although in cases where it has an agreement with a research body to provide data for research and statistical analysis of the juvenile justice system, the court removes all personal identifiers from juvenile record information, it nevertheless does not maintain comprehensive records identifying all entities that have requested to see Family Court Act delinquency records.

Information about who gains access to juvenile records is a vital inquiry. There are two possible explanations for why most states fail to provide information about juvenile records requests. The first is that states do in fact keep track of this information, but do not deem it to be accessible to the public under its open records laws. Such a determination would seem to protect juvenile records from public scrutiny. In reality, it has the detrimental effect of preventing outside inquiry and accountability as to whom and for what purpose juvenile records are being released. State agencies can therefore disseminate or share juvenile record information without safeguards to protect it in accordance with state law.

The second possibility is even more problematic—that states are completely unaware of how juvenile records in their court system are being used. Even when juvenile records can be requested via an automated online system, like in Idaho, it appears that no state
entity is tracking how those records are accessed. Individuals or private companies can gather the information by requesting records without stating a purpose for the use of the information. Although many large corporations utilize national background check companies to conduct searches, the vast majority of small business owners and local employers conduct background searches through the state court system or police department. In order to properly protect juvenile records, states must have policies in place to track who is attempting to access them and why. When records are accessible, they have long-lasting effects on youths’ futures.

Collateral Consequences of Juvenile Adjudications

Much has been written about the collateral consequences of a juvenile adjudication. One legal scholar has noted that criminal history records act as “brands of inferiority,” barring people from public and private housing, professional licensures, and social welfare, which, in turn, can lock them out of mainstream society and into a life of recidivism.

For instance, youth wishing to enter military service after a juvenile adjudication may be barred from doing so by their record. Military recruiters use juvenile or criminal history information in deciding whether to admit someone in the Army, Navy, Air Force, or Marine Corps. Because the U.S. armed services have a ‘moral’ qualification for admission, even records that have been expunged must be reported when youth enlist. Youth can request a ‘moral waiver’ allowing them to enlist despite an adjudication, but certain offenses are not eligible:

Vik was charged with assault and battery after a physical fight between him and his stepbrother resulted in his mother and sister getting hurt. Vik was never adjudicated delinquent. He was required to complete twenty-four hours of community service. He believed that charges were dropped, and that his record was clean because he completed his service. When he became of age, Vik applied to the National Guard. He was denied admission because of his arrest record.

Children adjudicated delinquent may also temporarily lose their driving privileges, which can prevent them from working or attending school. Youth may lose driving privileges for vehicle-related offenses as well as for a wide variety of non-vehicle related offenses, including offenses on school property or drug offenses.

A juvenile adjudication, especially for a drug or sex offense, may foreclose the entire family from seeking public housing. Following the passage of the National Affordable Housing Act, the United States Supreme Court upheld Public Housing Authorities’ abilities to evict residents based on the offenses of their relatives. Public Housing Authorities are permitted to consider juvenile adjudications in determining whether families are eligible, so in some cases, the family can only receive housing if the adjudicated juvenile is not allowed to live with them.

“Finding housing was worse than getting a job,” recalls Sue Steinman, whose son was haunted by his juvenile record. Her son, she says, managed to land “a couple part-time jobs he got through friends who knew he’d turned his life around, but getting housing was impossible.”

A juvenile adjudication can even result in deportation for noncitizen youth—any noncitizen “who is, or at any time after admission has been, a drug abuser or addict is deportable”—even without a conviction. Youth who have a connection to “illicit
trafficking” of a controlled substance can be denied entry to the U.S. Finally, youth applying for naturalization as a U.S. citizen may be denied because of a juvenile adjudication: an applicant must show “good moral character” for a period of three to five years prior to application, and the Attorney General can consider juvenile adjudications for this purpose.

**Barriers to Education**

Information regarding the arrest or adjudication of a juvenile is commonly released to school personnel. At least thirty-three states and the District of Columbia have statutory provisions allowing for the release of otherwise confidential juvenile record information to school personnel. Today, most state laws require that schools are notified when a child is in the juvenile court system. If no law requires disclosure of record information, courts or the school may nevertheless deem it necessary to protect public safety or to enable appropriate treatment, supervision, or rehabilitation of the juvenile, and obtain access on those grounds. Of course, the school may become aware of a child’s delinquency history when the probation officer attempts to re-enroll the student in school after his or her release from placement. Finally, even when not required by state law, school personnel made aware of a youth’s juvenile record information may feel compelled to share it more broadly than necessary to protect the safety of the school.

When Ming was 16, she was adjudicated delinquent for operating a motor vehicle without owner’s consent—the case involved her allegedly taking a friend’s car from the high school parking lot. She was placed on supervision and her school was notified under state law. She found a job working at a local fast food restaurant and was in their management-training program. After awhile, a former teacher from her high school came to the restaurant and saw Ming. The teacher came back later and told the entire staff about Ming’s delinquency. While this information was supposed to be confidential, Ming was terrified that she would lose her job and the goodwill she had built with her coworkers. Additionally, the teacher told Ming’s manager that if they didn’t do anything about Ming’s employment there, she would contact the corporate office. Ming filed letters of complaint with the department of education as well as with the school district. Fortunately, the restaurant did not fire Ming.

Juvenile records can also limit access to higher education. More than half of universities collect criminal justice information during the admissions process. As of 2006, the Common Application, which is used by more than 600 schools across the country, began asking applicants to disclose their past adjudications and convictions. Some colleges deny applicants admission based on their past records, largely based on the mistaken assumption that barring applicants with juvenile or criminal records will make campuses safer.

Jefferson was adjudicated for a juvenile felony. He took a plea to be on probation until he was twenty-one. At the age of eighteen he left for college. He was required to participate in counseling by his probation conditions. He met with a counselor through the university. Halfway through his sophomore year, having done very well up until that point and having no disciplinary problems, his counselor informed the dean of his juvenile record. The dean determined that Jefferson had “lied” on his application two years prior when he said he did not have a felony. Jefferson was expelled.
Even more commonly, youth with juvenile records will drop out of the application process once they realize information about their records must be disclosed or investigated by the school. In addition, for some drug-related offenses, youth can temporarily be barred from receiving federal financial aid. This makes it virtually impossible for youth to attend college during this period.

These burdens fall disproportionately on youth of color, who are subject to higher rates of law enforcement involvement. The Lawyer’s Committee on Civil Rights has opened an investigation into the practices of colleges who inquire into arrests and criminal and juvenile records; the organization has suggested that these types of admissions practices could contribute to the underrepresentation of minority youth in college.

**Barriers to Employment**

Juvenile records also pose immense barriers to employment. In a 2015 study, 53% of employers reported that their companies continue to ask candidates about criminal records on employment applications despite both the EEOC guidelines recommending against it and the state and municipal laws that “ban the box,” eliminating the question about past convictions on job applications so candidates may demonstrate their qualifications for the position prior to a background check. In recent studies, over 40% of employers reported that they would “definitely” or “probably” not hire an applicant with a criminal record for a job not requiring a college degree; 11% of employers reported that even a minor criminal infraction would prevent them from hiring a prospective candidate; and researchers found that employers are more than 50% less likely to make a callback or job offer to applicants with a criminal record. These practices harm applicants of color more than white applicants.

*Jake was charged with burglary when he was a teenager. The district attorney elected not to prosecute him. Years later, after Jake successfully completed high school, college, and graduate school, he enrolled in law school and was a successful first year student. He applied to and received a position at the United States Attorney’s office for his first summer internship, a highly competitive position. However, he was told that the record of his court involvement and charge from twelve years earlier barred his employment as an intern with the U.S. Attorney’s office.*

Juvenile records can also create a statutory bar to employment and licensing, especially in the public sector. For instance, in Colorado, childcare facilities and child placements cannot receive funding if they have an employee who has been adjudicated delinquent of certain acts, and prospective teachers can be denied licensure.

*During program orientation Dina learned that her juvenile record posed an insurmountable obstacle to achieving her professional goal of becoming a nurse. State guidelines prohibit any individual with a criminal background, including juvenile delinquency, from being licensed in numerous healthcare professions. Dina sent more than two hundred emails to colleges and admissions officials to seek admission and ask for guidance on how to pursue a career in her chosen field, all to no avail. Dina’s juvenile record appears in a public background check. Under Florida law, Dina will automatically have her juvenile record expunged in two years, when she turns twenty-four. However, because her records are now publicly available, long-term damage has already been done, and the records will continue to limit her opportunities. Because of the state licensing restrictions, Dina changed her focus from nursing and is now applying to law school.*
Background Checks

Generally, vendors purchase arrest and conviction data in bulk from “aggregators,” which may include private databases and state record-keeping systems. The accuracy of these databases is variable, and it is unlikely that all information will be verified for accuracy or be up to date when information is purchased from aggregators and other sources.

Educational institutions and employers use these vendors to conduct comprehensive background checks on potential employees.

Education Background Checks

Although applications to post-secondary educational institutions ask about adjudications and convictions, many universities conduct supplemental reviews of students who indicate that they have a record. A recent survey of 273 colleges found that 66% collect criminal records information during the admissions process. Twenty percent of colleges have policies denying admission based on the severity of a juvenile record. Approximately one third of schools reported considering pending misdemeanors or misdemeanor arrests in a negative light, and 11% stated that they viewed youthful offender adjudications negatively. Schools often require that, in addition to providing specific documents and information — like a letter from a probation officer or a personal essay about the offense — students sign a “disturbingly broad” release for information. The institution can then go on to perform its own investigation, including a criminal background check or looking into other areas of the applicant’s past. One college dean justified these investigations by arguing that they “help set a tone for a safer campus,” which research has repeatedly proven false. Although in most cases collecting the information does not automatically bar an applicant, colleges do not have proper staff training procedures in place regarding how to collect or interpret the information.

Employment Background Checks

The vast majority of employers across the U.S. conduct some form of criminal background check on prospective employees. In 2011, 90% of employers surveyed reported running background checks on applicants. Another survey of employers found that 40% reported that they would “definitely” or “probably” not hire an applicant with a criminal record.
Many employers, especially large corporations and employers with offices in multiple locations, turn to private background check companies when they want to investigate prospective employees. These companies are commonly referred to as Consumer Reporting Agencies (CRAs). Less commonly, employers may seek information directly from the state database, which will limit access to delinquency and criminal records depending on state law, or from the FBI if the employer is eligible—for instance, if the job involves working with children. The use of background checks for potential employees seems to have increased over time, along with the dangers of inaccuracy and bias. This is likely due to the increased computerization of criminal records,\textsuperscript{110} and the rise of a class of companies dedicated to performing background checks for companies who don’t have the time or expertise to do it themselves:\textsuperscript{111}

While in the past, criminal background checks involved a material process of obtaining a paper record from the state or county, many employers are now turning to the computerized and unregulated private industry to obtain criminal histories: current surveys show nearly 80\% of employers outsource such checks to a security establishment. Yet, even those who choose to use official state repositories of criminal records run into barriers; overall, accuracy and completeness of criminal records continues to be the most serious problem affecting criminal history databases.\textsuperscript{112} In addition, insurers have placed increased pressure on employers to reduce any potential liability, including liability related to employee criminal backgrounds.\textsuperscript{113}

\textbf{Consumer Reporting Agencies}

In order to perform a search with CRA, the employer must provide some information about the prospective employee — typically the name, birthdate, and social security number. CRAs use this information to mine data from many sources. One primary source is the public records that are available online; many CRAs employ powerful search engines that are able to quickly examine hundreds of public databases looking for a match. CRAs that are most concerned with accuracy also employ “runners” who physically go to a courthouse or record storage center to confirm that the information available online is correct. Many CRAs also employ subcontractors who own their own sets of data or provide additional data-sorting tools.

CRA’s information collection practices can create many accuracy concerns. Mistakes accumulate as data is shuffled from one database to another. Worse, records that have been corrected, sealed, or expunged remain online long after the paper records have been fixed or destroyed. The Salt Lake City Tribune traced 30 sealed records and found that LexisNexis, a leading CRA, was still disseminating five of them.\textsuperscript{114}

\textbf{Mistakes accumulate as data is shuffled from one database to another.}
Furthermore, there are no standards governing how information is stored, updated, maintained for accuracy, or destroyed. As a form of self-regulation, three voluntary groups provide accreditation or membership: the National Association of Professional Background Screeners (NAPBS), National Consumer Reporting Association (NCRA), and Concerned CRAs. These groups are voluntary professional associations; membership in one of these groups is not required to operate as a CRA. There is no evidence that membership in one of these groups actually improves the quality or accuracy of background checks.

The primary benefit of these groups seems to be the appearance of reliability that accreditation or membership provides to consumers who are choosing between CRAs. Although the NCRA’s Code of Ethics includes a purpose “[t]o fully understand and strictly follow all applicable federal and state laws relating to the consumer credit and credit reporting industries,” “[t]o maintain procedures, including the refusal to delete or change information obtained from reliable sources, which will result in the provision of credit reports to our customers, which meet the highest standards of accuracy for the mutual benefit of the customer and the consumer,” and “[t]o treat all information with the utmost confidentiality and adopt appropriate procedures to that end,” there are no processes for filing complaints or issuing sanctions outlined anywhere in the NCRA’s materials. The final group, Concerned CRAs, represents a group of CRAs who pledge to not use off-shore data processing for data or processing, increasing accuracy. The organization states that:

1. Criminal records databases compiled by non-government entities will only be used as indicators of possible records. Prior to making any report to an employer about a criminal record from a database, the CRA will verify the information directly with the reporting jurisdiction. This ensures that employers make decisions based on accurate and up-to-date information. 2. Current or prospective employer clients will be provided information about the limited nature of criminal records databases and the importance of researching each applicant’s criminal history in the jurisdictions in which the applicant currently or previously has lived or worked.

NAPBS has a process for sanctioning member accredited CRAs who do not meet the professional standards set forth by the organization. Importantly, CRAs must abide by the rules set forth in the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA), which require that CRAs must not report arrests older than seven years old and must use reasonable procedures to maintain accuracy of the records they report. However, these standards apply without force. There are no sanctions and no means to enforce the guidelines under the self-certification practices.

Juvenile Law Center conducted background check searches of a group of volunteers with juvenile records. We used a certified CRA, VICTIG, to run a full background check of each volunteer. VICTIG’s full range of services includes national criminal and sex offender database searches, social security traces, county criminal searches, employment verifications, education verifications, professional references verifications, workers comp searches, state criminal searches, full credit reports, and state eviction searches. VICTIG’s services are generally used by large corporations and not by private individuals. The typical search fee for a large company to run a full search of one individual would be about $35, however companies routinely contract with vendors like VICTIG for comprehensive screening of multiple candidates.

VICTIG ran the names and dates of birth of our audit volunteers through two databases. The first is backgroundchecks.com, referred to as BGC, which claims to have “the industry’s #1 criminal conviction database” containing “more than 500 million criminal records from over 1,000 sources, including county court records, state repositories,
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90% of agencies that provide access to criminal and juvenile records consider themselves exempt from the regulations governing the Fair Credit Reporting Act. These private companies, calling themselves “People Search companies,” are not considered CRAs under the FCRA but provide similar record checks. These companies are notorious for being “plagued with errors, such as including expunged convictions or failing to show that charges were dropped.”

Some of the most often used and highly publicized private record databases are: SpyFly (spyfly.com), Intelius (intelius.com), Instant Checkmate (instantcheckmate.com), PeopleSmart (peoplesmart.com), and DirtSearch (dirtsearch.org). These sites advertise themselves as quick and easy ways to search public records. The information on the site is obtained through public records searches.

Because these are not CRAs governed by the FCRA, users are informed upon entering the site that they cannot use the information obtained on the site to make decisions about employment, insurance, consumer credit, or tenant screening under the FCRA. However, this warning is juxtaposed with their misleading tactics to gain users. One site, DirtSearch, includes in its mission statement, “We know there are many reasons for gathering public records such as background checks for employment; landlords checking into tenants backgrounds to rent; whether or not to venture into partnership relationships and much more. At DirtSearch, we do our best to bring as many public records together in one place to help you feel confident in your decision, whatever the case may be.” Spyfly promises to “keep you and your family safe from sexual predators and other criminals.” Intelius offers the opportunity to “live in the know.” Instant Checkmate encourages users to “Expose The Truth Today.” Search sites like these generally aggregate data found in other public databases online, and comb through this information for a membership fee of between $10 and $100 a month for unlimited searches; others, like DirtSearch, are free.
The technology exists for people search companies and CRAs to obtain juvenile records en masse and disclose them without prohibition or liability.

The accuracy of the records available on these sites is questionable. Intelius warns that “[c]ustomers should use extreme caution when interpreting the results of a criminal or civil background search for any type of personal verification. Positive or false matches in criminal or civil searches may not provide confirmation of an individual’s criminal or civil background. Proper use of these reports is the responsibility of you, the customer. Neither Intelius nor any of our data suppliers represents or warrants that the [i]nformation is current, complete or accurate.” Yet, none of the instant online search engines used in the online “audit” provide a mechanism for an individual to correct inaccurate record information provided by the site. Three of the sites, SpyFly, Instant Checkmate, and PeopleSmart, provide consumers with a mechanism to “opt out” or remove their personal information so that it does not appear when searches are conducted; however, this process may need to be repeated when new records are provided by data partners. Intelius did not provide any information about how to remove information, and DirtSearch specifically stated that an individual’s information cannot be removed because it “is a search engine like Google. It simply gathers information, patterns or names, from public records and returns results.”

Although people search companies like those described above have “combed through public records” to find “accurate” information about criminal justice system involvement and other information, juvenile records enjoy more protection than those of adult criminal records. Inputting Juvenile Law Center’s volunteers’ names, state, birthdate and social security number yielded no results among the most commonly used people search company websites. Instant Checkmate provides the following rationale, “Juvenile criminal records are handled differently than adult criminal records, in that most of them are sealed and unavailable to the public once the juvenile turns 18 years of age. However, there are exceptions to this non-disclosure policy depending on the crime committed.” Although this statement is inaccurate—most juvenile records are not sealed and do not become unavailable at the youth’s age of majority—the public records databases used in these searches often correspond to public records available by Freedom of Information requests. They are records generated by a state or local agency and available for public access. As demonstrated by our attempts to obtain information from state courts and law enforcement agencies via Freedom of Information and Right to Know requests, juvenile records are not typically classified as “public records.” That said, state laws permit many juvenile records to be publicly accessible and the technology exists for people search companies and CRAs to obtain juvenile records en masse and disclose them without prohibition or liability.

**FBI Background Checks**

FBI clearances are required for a number of volunteer, employment and licensing positions, including “those who will have responsibility for the safety and well-being of children, the elderly, or individuals with disabilities; port workers; people who volunteer with certain youth-focused organizations; people who work in public or private schools; those who will work in the financial industry, including mortgage processing; people in nursing or caregiving positions; and workers licensed to handle hazardous materials, among others.”

Because of his juvenile record, Daniel Brenner was not allowed to serve as guardian for his disabled mother. “When I was 17 my mother had a stroke in Korea, where she was in the military,” he explains. “I was staying with her. I’m the only family member she has, but they wouldn’t place me with her as her guardian because of my record. So right now she’s in a nursing home.”
Most people consider FBI background checks thorough and accurate and therefore the “gold standard;” in actuality, roughly 50% of the records are inaccurate or incomplete according to the Attorney General. This can be for a number of reasons: first, the records are national and therefore vulnerable to errors; and second, FBI’s data includes arrest history. That means that individuals arrested without being formally charged or adjudicated delinquent or convicted will have an FBI record.

### State Police Background Checks

At least some juvenile record information can be very easily obtained through a record request to a state law enforcement agency or court. For example, Pennsylvania’s state police repository allows public access to records of felonies committed by youth over age 14 and serious felony offenses committed by youth under age 14.

Klaus was adjudicated delinquent at age 17 on a felony drug charge. Because he was over 14 when he was arrested, his record was public. Ten years later, he returned to school to get a medical assistant certification and apply for jobs in the field. He was hired as a home health care worker. When the agency conducted a state police background check, they terminated his employment. With zero income and nowhere to turn, Klaus sought legal help to get his juvenile record expunged. His attorney advocated with the employer to explain the difference between juvenile adjudications and criminal convictions and was able to get him re-hired.

Even state police background checks can be misleading. Employers, unsure of what the terminology is, or unwilling to wait to get more information, are quick to turn candidates away who have any semblance of a record.

Laney recently applied for a job at a home health care agency. When the employer requested her State Police record, it came back marked as “Request under Review (RUR).” Laney had a misdemeanor adjudication from five years earlier. Because it was a misdemeanor, the State Police was not authorized by law to report the case to her prospective employer. However, the process for the State Police to review the record and make that determination can take up to three weeks. If there was nothing to investigate, the employer would get back a “No Record” result right away. Laney’s employer did not wait the three weeks to receive back the “No Record” result, and in fact, just the very presence of the “RUR” status alerted the employer to that fact that Laney did in fact have some sort of record. The employer refused to hire her.

In addition, state police records may not be up to date. Records that are expunged may take time to process and the database may not reflect the record’s current status.

Eliza petitioned and had been granted expungement of her record several months before her attorney requested her records from the state police to verify their expungement. Despite state law providing that expungement occurs within 30 days, the expungement order had not yet worked its way to the state record repository, and all of her juvenile records were released.
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There are no federal guidelines that require accuracy and completeness of criminal records, but nearly every state has some such provision — 37 states require audit of their central repository and most states allow individuals to review their records and seek corrections of inaccurate information. These “access and review” policies do not guarantee accuracy. Rather, they place the burden on the individual to discover the record is inaccurate, likely after they have lost an opportunity, and then proactively seek to amend it.

Jaime's record was available to the public because of the level of offense. However, the online site contained aggregated information. When receiving a copy of Jaime’s record, there was a notation that the record may not be up-to-date and that additions and deletions to his record of juvenile arrest may have been made.

Although the private background checks did not turn up results, for every youth volunteer, the law enforcement agency or court disclosed record information pursuant to state law. In some cases, the court took no measures to protect the record information and disclosed information well beyond what is permitted under law.

Upon request of Mariana’s record by a private citizen with no connection to her case, the State Bureau of Identification of the Delaware State Police provided information regarding Mariana’s charge, plea, adjudication and disposition without questioning the purpose in obtaining the information. The state office communicated Mariana’s detailed juvenile record information to the private citizen via voicemail and email messages.

In contrast to background searches through CRAs and people search companies, state courts and law enforcement agencies more readily provide access to juvenile record information. In many states, juvenile record information is permitted to be shared with the public. Therefore, any person who contacts the court seeking record information is entitled to receive some information. However, some states safeguard this so that the juvenile's entire delinquency history or court file is not released. In Pennsylvania, for example, when a record is publicly accessible under the law, a data sheet must be created by the court clerk to provide whenever someone requests access to the public record. This data sheet includes general information regarding the juvenile's court involvement, including the child's name, offense, date of disposition and type of disposition. Juvenile records often contain highly sensitive information related to the child's behavioral and family history. That information should never be shared, even when a record is ostensibly public.

Furthermore, when viewed in light of the results of the requests for information from state court administrative offices, the casual sharing of juvenile record information, as in Delaware with an individual wholly unconnected to the child's case, is problematic. When states do not keep track of who is requesting record information and they are not following any written policies or guidelines on how the information should be released when it is available, there is a risk of oversharing. As a result, more records are readily available and youth lose opportunities.

Unfortunately, many youth only realize that their records have an impact on their futures after the damage has been done. If the record is inaccurate, the youth must navigate a complex and possibly costly system in order to correct the record to ensure it doesn't block future opportunities.
Limiting the Negative Effects of Juvenile Records

In order to counter the effects of juvenile records, states provide remedial measures to increase juvenile record confidentiality, including sealing and expungement. “Sealing” means that the record is still retained by the court or law enforcement agency, but access to the record is further restricted — for instance, limiting access only to law enforcement, or even preventing law enforcement access after a number of years. “Expungement” means that the record is physically destroyed, both in its paper and electronic form. After expungement, some states allow the individual to respond to inquiries as though the record never existed.

There are many barriers to effective sealing and expungement. Many states limit the type of record that can be sealed or expunged—for instance, offenses committed past a certain age, second offenses, or serious offenses are not eligible. In other states, the application for sealing or expungement is onerous, and potential candidates may not even know that limiting access to their records is a legal option. In some states, sealing or expungement can only occur at the discretion of the prosecutor or judge, further limiting access to this remedy.

Even when juvenile records are sealed and expunged, it may be too late to prevent the harm caused by wide access to the records. Companies that provide background check services are unlikely to update their databases and delete sealed or expunged records, so the records may still appear when an applicant is seeking jobs or housing. Private individuals may post information about the records online, and past references to the record may appear in search engines long after the website containing the page has been deleted. Once a juvenile record reaches the internet, it is impossible to contain.

Although our own anecdotal experience suggests that people search companies and CRAs are not sharing juvenile record information currently, the technology is certainly available to make juvenile records more broadly accessible through these search tools. Juvenile courts and law enforcement agencies routinely release record information and state laws encourage the disclosure of record information even to individuals wholly unconnected to the child’s case. State policies permitting widespread access are aligned with the technological advancements to make information more readily accessible to the public. As a result, youth with records of juvenile court history will increasingly encounter barriers to education and employment.

State Laws

States should enact more protective laws governing juvenile records. In a 2014 Report, Juvenile Law Center recommended that states should “ensure that access to juvenile record information is limited to individuals connected to the case. This may include: juvenile court personnel, including the judge, juvenile probation officers and other court professional staff ordered by the juvenile court to provide services to the juvenile; public or private agencies or departments providing supervision by court order; the juvenile and his or her attorney; the parent (except when parental rights have been terminated), the legal guardian of the juvenile, and the legal custodian of the juvenile; [and] the prosecutor.” Simply put, records should not be made available to the public and should not be considered in establishing eligibility for employment and education.

Furthermore, as courts have accepted the developmental differences between youth and adults, there is a growing interest in providing greater protection to young people by limiting access to juvenile criminal history records. Recently, the American Bar Association adopted a policy addressing the collateral consequences facing individuals adjudicated delinquent or convicted of a crime:
Laws, rules, regulations and policies that require disclosure of juvenile adjudications can lead to numerous individuals being denied opportunities as an adult based upon a mistake(s) made when they were a child. The ABA recognizes the language used by the United States Supreme Court in *Roper v. Simmons*, 543 U.S. 551, that children are different than adults because of: “A lack of maturity and an underdeveloped sense of responsibility are found in youth more often than in adults and are more understandable among the young. These qualities often result in impetuous and ill-considered actions and decisions.” Therefore, the ABA is recommending that the collateral consequences of committing a crime as a youth be severely reduced by reducing barriers to education and vocational opportunities because of a juvenile incident. Furthermore there should be limited exceptions that only exist when the incident is directly relevant to the position sought or a concern of a school.144

This is consistent with the ABA’s juvenile justice standards that provided, in part, that

> [a]ccess to and the use of juvenile records should be strictly controlled to limit the risk that disclosure will result in the misuse or misinterpretation of information, the unnecessary denial of opportunities and benefits to juveniles, or an interference with the purposes of official intervention.145

The ABA recently also adopted a Model Act governing the confidentiality and sealing and expungement of juvenile records. The Act provides that juvenile records shall not be available for public inspection.146

Ensuring greater confidentiality is in service of the goal of increasing opportunities for court-involved youth. Although expungement and sealing can be useful measures after the court process has ended, these measures are meaningless without confidentiality of records at the front end. Record information available to the public is disseminated and subject to redisclosure. Although private background check companies are not currently aggregating juvenile record information at the same rate as adult criminal record information, as more state agencies use online databases to store juvenile record information, the technology exists to collect and disseminate this information. And no law prohibits them from doing so.147

**Why Ban-the-Box Isn’t Enough**

Increasing confidentiality protections is an important first step toward ensuring juvenile records do not affect youth opportunities. But employers and educational institutions must also examine how they consider juvenile record information. The juvenile justice system at its best provides opportunities for rehabilitation. Children are supposed to emerge from the system held accountable for their offenses, having addressed the root causes of their behavior and having developed competencies to become productive citizens. Though there is a common belief that the system is able to ensure accountability, records set up roadblocks for youth as they emerge and demonstrate our reluctance to accept the system’s ability to provide adequate rehabilitation. But, the research is clear — youth in the juvenile justice system are unlikely to reoffend and employment is a key positive indicator in ensuring decreased recidivism.

Over half of employers inquire about criminal records during the application process, without conducting a further background check.148 The “ban-the-box” campaign advocates for removing questions about criminal history from employment applications. This recommendation was endorsed by the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission in 2012.149 Nineteen states and over one hundred municipalities have enacted this in law;150 seven of these states’ laws apply to both public and private employment.151 Several private
companies acted even before laws were put in place for public agencies. “Walmart, Target, Home Depot, Koch Industries, and others have already adopted so-called fair-chance hiring policies for people with records, which are designed to give these candidates a better shot at getting an interview by removing the requirement to disclose a record upfront.”

The My Brother’s Keeper Task Force Report to the President urges public and private employers to “ban the box” and calls on legal services organizations to help young people expunge their records. Specifically, the report recommends that employers:

- Launch an initiative to eliminate unnecessary barriers to giving justice-involved youth a second chance. Large employers, including the Federal government, should study the impacts of requiring disclosure of juvenile or criminal records on job applications and consider “banning the box.” Federal, state, local, and private actors should support public campaigns focused on eliminating forms of discrimination and bias based on past arrest or conviction records. Legal and other services focused on addressing successful reentry are acutely needed to address accuracy and expunge criminal records, reinstate licenses and reduce excessive fines. Relevant agencies should work with civil legal services providers, including the Legal Services Corporation, state and local attorneys general, and the private bar to expand awareness of the need and access to these services.

In November 2015, President Obama took executive action to delay inquiry into criminal history to further in the application process for federal employment.

That record disqualifies you from being a full participant in our society—even if you’ve already paid your debt to society. It means millions of Americans have difficulty even getting their foot in the door to try to get a job much less actually hang on to that job. That’s bad for not only those individuals, it’s bad for our economy. It’s bad for the communities that desperately need more role models who are gainfully employed. So we’ve got to make sure Americans who’ve paid their debt to society can earn their second chance.

On many job applications there’s a box that asks if you have a criminal record. If you answer yes, then a lot of times you’re not getting a call back. We’re going to do our part in changing this. The federal government, I believe, should not use criminal history to screen out applicants before we even look at their qualifications. We can’t dismiss people out of hand simply because of a mistake that they made in the past.

So my hope is, is that with the federal government also taking action, us getting legislation passed — this becomes a basic principle across our society. It is relevant to find out whether somebody has a criminal record. We’re not suggesting ignore it. What we are suggesting is, when it comes to the application, give folks a chance to get through the door. Give them a chance to get in there so that they can make their case.

Although ban-the-box policies are an important way for youth with justice system involvement to demonstrate their qualifications for a job prior to being subjected to a background check, they are meaningless if a positive background check result automatically disqualifies any candidate from employment. Little research has been done to determine whether the ban-the-box campaign has resulted in increased opportunities for individuals with records. Some companies, including Men’s Wearhouse, make a concerted effort to hire individuals with records, believing in the principles of rehabilitation and second chances.
Conclusion

The fact that most children grow out of their youthful behavior should inform the way we set policy for access to records of juvenile justice system involvement. Children should not be stymied in their efforts to obtain education and employment or to become valuable contributing adults by their records. Children should have the right to grow up absent the stain of their juvenile court involvement.

Legislative reform is one path to this goal. But we must also change the cultural climate. Children must be held accountable for their delinquent conduct, but they must not be defined by that conduct. Second chances mean nothing if the chance is illusory.
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